Service Request 15212
Service Request 15212 was issued as Release 1330 on February 1, 2001. Program PPP139 was a new program contained in this release. The program reported on Employee Career Status.

Program

PPP139
PPP139 produces reports of employees who have achieved the required Hours Toward Career Status Eligibility (PPP139^2), and employees who are approaching the required Hours Toward Career Status Eligibility (PPP139^3).

When first released, the program contained an error in the header format for report PPP1393. The header for report PPP1393 contained a run-on literal “EMPLOYEEMPLOYEE”. The error occurred when report PPP1392 was empty (zero input), and the PPP1393 report contained at least one detail line.

This release corrects the PPP1393 report error by adjusting the COBOL code used for header alignment.
Test Plan

This release was tested at UCOP by performing before and after tests.

1. Load the Control Data Base JCL(LOADCTL). Ensure that the DB2 CTL has been successfully loaded by verifying normal completion of the job and ensuring that all tables have been successfully loaded into the Database.

2. Load the Employee Data Base JCL(LOADEDDB). Ensure that the DB2 EDB has been successfully loaded by verifying normal completion of the job and ensuring that all tables have been successfully loaded into the Database.

3. Run the existing PPP139 JCL(RUNOLD). “EMPLOYEE” is in the report PPP1393 header.

4. Install this release version of PPP139 into test batch LOADLIB (steps 2-4 of Installation Instructions).

5. Run the revised PPP139 JCL(RUNNEW). “EMPLOYEE” is in the report PPP1393 header.

Installation Instructions

1. Perform “before” testing, Test Plan steps 1-3.
2. Install the modified batch COBOL program PPP139.
3. DB2 pre-compile, compile, and link program PPP139 into test Batch LOADLIB.
4. Bind the plan for PPP139.
5. Conduct ‘after’ testing, Test Plan steps 4-5.
6. Install modified PPP139 into production.

Timing of Installation

The installation of this release is Not Urgent.

As usual, campuses are encouraged to install this release in as timely a fashion as possible and in the normal numeric sequence.

If there are any questions, please send electronic mail to Rich.Renner@ucop.edu, or call 510-987-0465.
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